
 

 

From exploding candles to gifts with easy access to powerful button batteries, to fake character 
toys with hazardous levels of chemicals and laser pointers that cause irreversible eye 
damage, the potential for serious accidents is real. 

But before your Christmas cheer is snuffed out by fear, be reassured: The things to consider 
when buying for family and friends this year are relatively straightforward.    

Find out more about the the simple steps you can take to become a safety savvy 

shopper and avoid any nightmares before Christmas for your family this year! 

Button batteries – taking the sparkle out of novelty Christmas ‘toys’   
The silly singing Santa, your naff light-up Christmas jumper, the robot toys for the kids stockings, 
the romantic set of kitchen scales for Mum, the new gaming headset, even the new lights for 
Dad’s bike and the key finder for Granddad. 
 
Button batteries keep us powered at Christmas. But if a small child swallows a big, powerful 
lithium coin cell battery and it gets stuck in their food pipe, the reaction with their saliva can 
cause catastrophic internal bleeding and death in as little as two hours.  
 
Button batteries in toys should be covered by toy safety regulations. But, remember toys bought 
online or from markets, discount stores or temporary shops may not follow safety regulations 
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Read our button battery safety advice 

Simple steps to a merry little Christmas 
“Beware of products that are drastically cheaper and look at the packaging for the distributor's 
details and a CE mark.” - Chartered Trading Standard Institute  

The vast array of potentially hazardous objects in our homes this Christmas is scarily clear. The 
good news is that protecting your family and friends from these dangers isn’t hard to do:  

 Take care choosing where you buy from 
 Look out for quality marks 
 Understand the links between accidents and child development 

Find out more about CE marks and Lion marks 

More information: 

 Read our button battery safety advice. 

 Find out more about laser pointers. 

Spread the word 

 Use our downloadable button battery session plan to raise awareness. 

And if your organisation has a budget, distribute our newly updated leaflet on toy safety 
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